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In the Hilbert space 5 = L’(n, 6) we consider the minimal operator La 
associated with the formally symmetric differential expression 
The operator L, is closed, densely defined and symmetric with domain 
ID(&). Let 5, be a p-dimensional (p is finite) subspace of !+j and let S,, 
be the restriction of L, to a(&,) = a(L,) n !&l. Then S, is a closed operator 
but not densely defined on 53. By identifying graph and operator we may 
speak of the adjoint subspace S = S,,* of S, in a2 = fi x $j and then 
we have S, C S. We consider self-adjoint subspace extensions H of S,,: 
S,, C H = H* C S. Such a self-adjoint subspace H gives rise to a self-adjoint 
operator H, in the smaller Hilbert space @ 0 H(O), where H(0) is the multi- 
valued part of H. 
The above theory is given by Coddington [3]. The same author charac- 
terizes the self-adjoint subspace extensions of nondensely defined operators 
in terms of abstract boundary conditions, cf. [4], [Sj. Now, in the boundary 
conditions determining H appear integral terms and in the expression for H, 
appear both boundary and integral terms. For such operators Coddington 
[6], [7] has shown the existence of a matrix valued spectral distribution 
function p in terms of which he gave eigenfunction expansions converging 
in the Hilbertspace norm. 
The principal aim of this paper is to derive an expansion theorem in 
which point-wise convergence is allowed. Coddington’s norm convergence 
theorem is a straightforward consequence of our theorem. We will prove 
our results by adaptation of a method used by Niessen [lo], cf. Rellich [ll]. 
This adaptation is required to take care of the boundary and integral terms 
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which appear in the expression for Hs . These terms composed with the 
resolvent of H, can be expressed as bounded linear functionals on $5 0 H(0). 
The norm convergence can be stated in terms of an integral transform T 
mapping the space 5 @ H(0) into the Hilbertspace L*(p). That the integral 
transform T is actually surjective is proved along the same lines as in [S]. 
In the last section of this paper we consider a triplet of spaces 0 C $$ @ 
H(0) C @‘, where @ is a locally convex topological vectorspace densely 
embedded in $3 and @’ its dual. We show that there exists a “complete” 
and “orthonormal” set in @’ that consists entirely of eigenfunctionals of 
an extension operator of H, in P. These eigenfunctionals are generated 
by the solutions of Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let I be the formally symmetric ordinary differential expression 
I= f*,Dk = f (-ljkDk$Yk, D = djdx, 
k=O k=O 
where p, E P(a, b) (-co < a < b < co) and p, f 0 on (a, b). In the 
Hilbertspace $j = L*(a, 6) let the operator L be the restriction of E to the 
set 3(L) of all functions f~ C-i(a, b) n & such that f(+i) is absolutely 
continuous on each compact interval and lf E &. 
For f, g E B(L) let 
and let 
Tt)(L,) = (f e D(L) 1 (f, g) = 0 for all g E B(L)>. 
Define the operator Lo on ZD(L,) by L,f = Lf. Then Lo is a closed densely 
defined symmetric operator whose adjoint equals L. 
Let $jo be a subspace of $j of dimension p < co. Define the operator S, 
on a(S,) = b(L,) n so’- by S,f = L,f. Identifying the operator So with 
its graph in es2 = $j x !FJ we see that So is a closed symmetric subspace 
of FJ”, that is, if 
S = So* = {{f, g} f !$ / (f, v) = (g, uj for all {zc, v] E SJ 
thenS,CSandS* = So. 
We now assume that Lo has equal defect indices W, say. This is equivalent 
to assuming that So has selfadjoint subspace extensions H in $i2, i.e., 
S,CH===H*CS. One can show that H(O)=(~E~~{(O,~]EH)C~~. 
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Let s = dimH(0). Let $r ,..., bJ be an orthonormal basis for N(0) and let 
+ 1 >-**s 41s , ds+1 ,**., $, be an orthonormal basis for &, . Then H is the set 
of all (II, Lh + +} E S such that 
(h, cjj) = 0, j = l)..., s, (l-1) 
(4 Sj> - (h <j) = 0, j = p + l,...,p + W, (1.2) 
where 
I/s+1 Y”., YD 6 W), (1.4) 
s pi1 >***, a+w 65 q-Q S are linearly independent mod QL,) and 
Csj 3 %J = 0, j, fz = P + L...,p + w, (1.5) 
j = P $- L..,p + w, (1.6) 
with Ejk EC and E = (Ejk) = E*. 
Conversely, let #Q ,..., 4, be an orthonormal basis for J&, suppose that 
yj , Si exist satisfying Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5) and & , & are defined by Eq. (1.6) 
and (1.7). Then H defined via Eqs. (l.l)-( 1.3) is a selfadjoint subspace 
extension of S,, with dim H(0) = s. 
Every selfadjoint subspace extension H of S, with dim H(0) = s gives 
rise to an operator H, on the Hilbertspace 9 0 H(0). H, is given by 
KY = LY - f 4~) h, Y E WA) = W), 
IL=1 
where 
%(Yl = WY, Ad, k = l,..., s, 
= <r, Yk) - (YP 94JT k = s + l,...,p. U-8) 
These results are due to Coddington [4], [S]. He also defined the following 
set of functions, cf. [6], [7]. 
Let c be fixed, a < c < B. Let ~~(3, A), a < x < b, A EC, j = I,..., n + p 
satisfy 
(I - A)Sj = 0 sj(B-l)(C, A) = sj, , j, k = I,..., n, U-9) 
(1 - 4&s, = A 7 sJS)(c, A) =o, j = l,..., p, k = l)..., n. (1.10) 
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The construction of s,,.~~ , j = l,..., p goes as follows. Let K(x, t, A) be a 
solution of (1 - A) K(x, t, A) = 0 such that 
mqt, t, A) = 0, j = o,..., n - 2 and P-vqt, t, X) = l/[&(t)]. 
Then 
g(x, A) = Icz K(x, t, A) x(t) dt (1.11) 
is the uniquely determined solution of 
(1 -- A)g(x, A) = z(x), Dg(c, A) = 0, j = O,..., n - 1. (1.12) 
Since K(x, t, A) is continuous in (x, t, A) it follows immediately that for each 
compact interval J C (a, b) and for each h E C there exist constants u(j, X) 
and b(J, A), positive and bounded for h in compact subsets of C, such that 
and 
where 
II cd*, 411: = s, I g(x, 81” dx. 




S,L = s&v, A) Q(X, A) dx 
.I 
is invertible for all X E C. 
PYOO~. Since +I ,..., +, is an orthonormal basis of fi, , there exists a 
compact interval JC (a, b) containing c such that the matrix with entries 
is nonsingular. 
Suppose that for this J this matrix (A’,,) is singular. Then there exist 
constants 7j, j = I,..., 12 + p, not all zero, such that 
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However, since c E J it follows from Eq. (1.9) that 7i = 0, j = l,..., n. 
From Eq. (1.10) it follows that 
and thus that also 7j = 0, j = n + l,..., n + p. This contradiction implies 
that det(S,,) # 0. 
Define the linear maps I’,: a(H,) + C, k = l,..., n + p by 
rk(y) = y’-(c), k = l,..., 72, 
Cz-dY) = 4Yh k = l,..., p (cf., (1.8)). 
Let Rh be the inverse of H, - AI?, h EC - R. For x E (a, b) define 
R,\(x): sj 0 H(0) -> C by 
RA(4Y = (RAY)@). 
LEMMA 2. For k = l,..., n + p and h E C - R there e.lcist constants 
c(h, k) > 0 such that for all x E Js @ H(0) 
Proof. Let y = RAz, then y E B(H,) and 
x = (HS - AE)y = (L - hE)y - i a,(y)&. 
k=l 
Hence by Eq. (1.10) 
Using Eqs. (1.11) and (1.12) with the same notation we obtain 
R,z - g(*, A) = c rrc(Y) Gc(., A). 
k=l 
(1.15) 
By the continuity of R, and Eq. (1.14) it follows that there exists a constant 
b’( J, A) > 0 such that 
for each compact subinterval J of (a, b). Let J be as in Lemma 1. Then 
(SJ is hermitian and positive definite. Using the fact that (&) is therefore 
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equivalent to a diagonal matrix with positive entries on the diagonal, we 
have that 
w-s 
for some positive constant b”(J, h). 
From this inequality the lemma follows. 
From Lemma 2, Eqs. (1.15) and (1.139, it follows that for each compact 
subinterval J of (a, b) and X EC - R, there exists a constant d(J, h) > 0 such 
that 
I &(x9x I 9 a x9 II x IL x E J, x E $j @ H(O), (1.16) 
and hence 
II WX9Il < 43, x9, x E 3. (1.17) 
Also from Lemma 2 follows the existence of n + p functions Gk( ., h) E 
$s 0 H(0) such that for all .z E $0 H(0) 
~dJ?& = (2, ‘SC.3 h99, k = I,..., z + p. (1.18) 
Since H, is a selfadjoint operator on sj @ H(0) there exists a spectral 
family {E(X)) of projections in !$ 0 H(0) such that 
H; = Irn hdE(X). 
-co 
(1.19) 
8 0 H(0) is separable and hence H, has at most countably many eigenvalues 
h, . We count the hY’s according to their multiplicity. Let yy be an orthonormal 
system of eigenvectors such that (Hs - A,)y, .= 0. We write E(X) = 
P(h) -f- Q(h), where 
Q(h9f = c mJ9 - E@” - 0995 fE% 0 w% !xA,$h 
and 
f’(x) = E(h) - Q(h), XER. 
Then (P(h)) is a family of projections continuous in h and (Q(X)) a family 
of projections continuous from the right in X. Furthermore P(h) < P(h), 
Q(A) < Q(p) for X < p and P(h) Qb) = Q(X) P(p) = 0 for X, CL E R. 
For y E D(H,) we have by the spectral theorem (1.19) 
(Hs - iE)y = f: (A - i) dQ(A)y + SW (A - i) d~-‘(x)~ 
02 --m 
= -p” - i>(Y,Y,,)Y” + J-;(h -~>wv9 - W99Y. U-209 
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2. THE CONTINUOUS PART OF THE SPECTRUM 
LEMMA 3. For y E B(H,) let v(A) = (P(h) - P(O))y. Then 
(2.1) 
Proof. v(X) is a continuous mapping from R into ID(H,) and v(0) = 0. 
It follows from Eq. (1.20) that 
u(X) := (H, - iE) w(X) = joA (p -i) dw(p) = (X-i) w(A) - joA w(p) dp, (2.2) 
and hence u(h) too maps R continuously in ID(H,). Since Ri is continuous 
it follows from Lemma 2 (with X = i) that for eachj = l,..., n + p, I’j(V(h)) = 
I’j(Riu(h)) may b e considered as a continuous complex-valued function on R. 
Let W(X) denote the righthand side of Eq. (2.1). Then 
which on account of the previous remark implies that w(,\) exists. A straight- 
forward calculation yields 
(2 - 4 ~(4 = - joA +) 4 + i J-‘n+&(4Wj . (2.3) 
j=l 
From Eq. (2.2) it follows that 
(Hs - AE) v(h) = - joA u(p) d,u 
and hence 
Let z(X) :=I v(h) - zo(h). Then on account of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) 
(I - A) .z(X) = - joA x(~) dp =: h(X) 
and on account of Eqs. (1.9), and (l.lO), the definition of rj , and ~(0) = 0, 
D’“-l,(A)(c) = w’~-yjqc) - nF jA sl;k-1)(c, /J) d+(X)) = 0 
j=l 0 
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for k = I,...> 11. As a consequence we have 
z(A)(x) = loa IQ, t, A) h(A)(t) dt, 
and hence there exists a constant b’(J, A), positive and bounded for h in 
compact subintervals of R, such that 
for every compact subinterval j of (n, b) (compare with Eq. (1.14)). 
From Gronwall’s lemma it follows that (( z(x)\\, = 0 for every compact 
subinterval J of (a, b) and each h E R. Hence z(h) = 0 and thus v(h) = w(X) 
for all h E R. 
LEMMA 4. There exists an (n + p) x (n + p) matrix-oalued function p1 
on R which is hernzitian, nondecreasing and continuous and satisjes @(Cl) = 0 
such thut for j = I,..., n + p 
@4 
where u(h) = (P(A) - P(O))y, y E ‘I)(H,). 
Proof. Let u(A) be as in the proof of Lemma 3, i.e., u(h) = (HS - ill) v(A). 
By Eq. (1.18) 
I’j(zt(h)) = T~(R~zL((X)) = (U(A), Gj) (2.7) 
where Gj = G,(*, z) E jj 0 H(O), j = l,..., n + p. 
Let 
t?(h) = (Hs + i-WV) - P(o))Gj , j = l,..., 12 -c p. 
Then for all a, fi with a < 0 < /3 and h E [E, ,B] we have 
From Lemma 3 with y = (H, + iE)(P(/3) - P(a))Gj and u(X) = tj(h) it 
follows that 
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where 
From Eq. (2.7) it now follows that 
rj(v(X)) = ((ffs - iE) v(x), Gj> 
= ((Hs - iE)(P(A) - P(O))?!, GJ 
= (n ci(W 
This and Eq. (2.8) yield the representation (2.6) of Pj(v(h)). 
The continuity of pl follows from the first lines of the proof of Lemma 3. 
From 
Pic(4 - Pim = ~kW> - a4 
= Ws - i-%(4 - i%4)> GA 
= (~(4 - G(P), WY - %NH, + i-W’(P) - WWd 
= (W - G(P)> w> - W>> (2.9) 
where 01 and p are chosen such that 0, A, ,u E [a, /I], it follows that p1 is non- 
decreasing and hermitian. 
3. THE DISCRETE PART OF THE SPECTRUM 
LEMMA 5. Thme exists an (n + p) x (n + p) matrix-valued fmction p2 
on R which is hermitian, nondecreasing and continzcous from the right alzd 
satis$es ~~(0) = 0, such that fm y E D(H,) 
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It follows that the last sum converges in .$J 0 H(0). By Lemma 2 F,(R& 
is a continuous linear functional on x E $5 0 H(0). Application of Fj(R;) 
to the last series shows that 
is convergent in C. Since u E !?J @ H(0) is arbitrary it follows that 
(3.2) 
is weakly convergent in 5 0 H(0). S ince (v,,) forms an orthonormal system, 
the series (3.2) also converges in the norm. Again, after applying F,(R,=) 
to series (3.2), we have that 
c rk(YY) rbJ 
v:rr<a,<a 
converges in C. 
We define p2 on R by 
p”(0) = 0, 
Clearly pz is hermitian and nondecreasing. That p2 is continuous from tbe 
right follows from the continuity of .P,(&*) on !+j @ N(O), the norm con- 
vergence of the series (3.2) and the fact that Q(,+) is continuous from the 
right, since these properties imply 
for p < it < u and X -+ p. 
Since 
(3.3) 
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imply 
= “:a; <\ & skc*~ h) Pk.(YY) G(YY) = 1 ri(Y”)YV * (3.4) 
Y.’ v:o<A”<A 
The convergence of the last series follows from the norm convergence of 
series (3.2) and the continuity of Ri . The last two equalities (3.3) and (3.4) 
imply Eq. (3.1). The series on the lefthand side of Eq. (3.1) converges on 
account of Eqs. (1.16) and (1.20). 
4. EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS 
THEOREM 1. Let H be a selfadjoint subspace extension of S,, in $2 with 
dim H(0) = s. Let H, be the associated selfadjoint operator OTZ !ij 0 H(0). 
Let si , j = l,..., n + p be solutions of Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10). Let (yJ be an 
orthonormal system of eigenfu?lctions belonging to the eigenvalues A, of H, , 
where the eigenvalues are counted according to their multiplicity. 
Then thme exist (u + p) x (12 + p) matrixvalued functions pl, p2, afld 
p = p1 f p2 on R which are hermitian, nondecreasing and have the follozuing 
properties : 
pl(0) = p”(0) = p(0) = 0, (44 
p1 is continuous, p2 and p are continuous from the right on R, (4.2) 
For each h E R and j = l,..., n + p 
belong to D(H,), 
Every y E D(H,) has the representation 
The s&es converges absolutely uniformly on compact subintervals 
of (a, b) and the integrals converge un;;formly on compact sub- 
intervals of (a, 6). 
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Proof. Let p1 and ps be as in Lemmas 4 and 5. Then Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) 
are satisfied and Eq. (4.3) follows from Eqs. (2.8) and (3.4). Hence we only 
have to prove (4.4). 
Let y E B(HJ. Let v(h) = (P(h) - P(O))y, z = (H, - iI?)y and u(A) = 
(HS - iE) V(A). Then by Eqs. (1.20) and (2.2) 
z = c (A” - q(Y, Y”) y” -i- jm (h - i) dv(h) 
Y m 
and 
u(h) = 1” (A - i) dv(A). 
0 
Since R,(x) is continuous, we have 
~6-4 = RiW = 1 (Y, YJ yv(4 + F-2 R,(x) 1" (A - i) dv(x) 
Y SF+--l) s 
= c (24 3%) ~v(d + ,f’z lst ‘x sj(x, A) 4, 
” 3- 
The last equality, that follows from Lemmas 3 and 4, implies the first 
equality in (4.4). The second equality in (4.4) then follows from Lemma 5 
and the definition of p. 
As we have seen above the first integral in Eq. (4.4) equals 
Fir R&v) j-” (A - i) dn(X). 
e--m s 
The Iimit exists uniformly in x on compact subintervals of (a, b) on account 
of Eq. (1.17) and the existence of the integral Jr= (A - ;) dv(A). The uniform 
convergence of the second integral follows from Lemma 5 and the absolute 
uniform convergence of the series which we proceed to prove now. 
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For any natural number m we have 
il I N4Yyl I2 = !l wxw>YvjY,j) 
= Jw f &(4 YVj Y”, 
i=l 
d II w-4 ( f I &(4Y”l 12y. 
i=l 
From Eq. (1.17) it follows that the series 
c I w4 YY I2 
is uniformly bounded on compact subintervals of (a, b). 
Since 
(UP Y”) Y&4 = ws - iE)Y, YY) w4Y” 
it follows from the Holder inequality that for arbitrary n and m 
Hence the series in Eq. (4.4) converges uniformly on compact subintervals 
of (a, 6). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. For every y E 8 @ H(0) 
(4.5) 
zuhere the integral over R converges in norm. 
Proof. Let y E $3 0 H(0) and let s = (P(p) - P(a))y where a! < 0 < /3. 
Then x E ZD(H,) and by Lemma 3 with v(h) = (P(A) - P(O)@, 
V’(P) - P(~>Y = (P(P) - Pb)b =nF 1” si(-, 4 C&(3). 
jsl 01 
From Lemma 4 (with y = z) and Eq. (2.8) it follows that for h cz [ol, /3-j 
ri(v(x)) = ((p(P> - p(a))Y, 4Xh)) 
= (Y> (P(P) - P(4) to)) 
= (Y, w>- 
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In a similar way it follows from Lemma 5 and its proof that 
These equalities yield 
From this equality the theorem follows. 
If in Eq. (4.6) y f $j @ H(0) is a continuous function with compact 
support in (a, 6) then (4.6) may be written in the form 
where j,(h) = (y, s~(-, A)). Th is result is due to Coddington, cf. [6], [7]. 
THEOREM 3. Let J1 and J2 be bounded subintervals of R. Tizen 
Furthermore the TitchmarshXodaira formula holds: 
pjk(A) = lii lim 5 
6LO E.LO 2-r i 
n+a (G,(-, p + ie), G,(-, p + k)) dp 
8 
W) 
where G,(., 0) is as in (1.18). 
Proof, In order to prove Eq. (4.7) we should consider the various cases 
where J1 and Jz are open, right or left, open or elosed intervals. The proofs 
of these different cases are analogous to one another. We shall only give a 
proof of the case where J1 and Jz are closed. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
l-1 = [O, 4, J2 = P, 01% and h < 0. 
Now 
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where r+(A) is given by Eq. (2.8) and e+(h) by Eq. (3.4) (with u = 0). Since 
w = W) - WY) 4(4, 
and 
and since P(A) and Q(p) are mutually orthogonal, the lefthand side of Eq, (4.7) 
equals 
Mu 4(fJ)) + @%o)? 44) = Ma W) + hG>, 44). 
On account of Eq. (2.9) and the definition of p2 we see that 
(W, am + (%(9 f49) = Pm + Pm 
= Pm - PidO) 
and this equals the righthand side of Eq. (4.7) for our choice of jr and js . 
We now prove Eq. (4.8). Using yV = (A” - z) Riyv and Eq. (1.18) with 
x = yy we obtain 
From Eq. (2.9) it then follows that for p < h 
P&I - ~d,4 = UK + WUW - &W, 9 0% + ~-WW) - G4F’d 
(4.10) 
Let z E Sj 0 H(0) and let y = (E(A) - E(,u))z. Then for u E C - R we 
have 
(x2 (ffs - ~ww) - -W) GA-, 4 = ((Jr, - ~E)Y, G(-, 4) 
= rdY) 
because of Eq. (1. IS). Hence (HS - S@(h) - E(p)) Gi( ., u) is independent 
of U. It follows from Eq. (4.10) that for all u EC - R 
P&Y - P&) = ((Ejr, - 4Vfs - am) - Q4u)) GA*, 4, Gc(., 4) 
= s ,” I ,- - 0 I2 4(-W G,(*, 4, G,(., 4). 
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This shows 
. 
J I A - 0 k2 &j&9 = ((3., 4, Gab,., 4). R 
Application of the Stieltjes’ inversion formula yields (4.8). 
It follows from Eq. (4.8) that p is uniquely determined by c E (a, b) and H, . 
5. INTEGRALTRANSF~RMS 
For vectorvalued functions f = (fi ,..., fn+& g = (g, ,.-=, g,+.,) on R we 
define 
Since p is nondecreasing, (f,f), > 0 an we can define the norm /lfli, = d 
((f? f M”“. We consider the Hilbertspace La(p) = (f j 11 f/j0 < a}. It is 
well-known that the linear span ‘$I of vectorvalued functions whose com- 
ponents are characteristic functions of sets of the form (01, j3] is dense in-P(p). 
THEOREM 4. Let f E Sj @ H(0) and let J C (a, b) be a compact interval. 
Let (Tf )J be the vectorvalued function on R defined by 
(Tf)dcL) = (f, sj(-, A, ; = 1,..., n + P. 
Then J --+ (Tf), is a convergent net in L2(p). Let T: 5 (3 H(0) -+ L”(p) be 
dejked by 
Tf = J$pbj (Tf 17. 
Then T is a linear isonaetry from & @ H(0) onto L2(p). 
Let g E 5 0 H(0) and let I C R be a bounded interval. Let 
gI = Jzl S, SP(*, pI( (~1 dPpL&)* 
Theng,E$$@H(O) and(Ig,---g(i+O asI-+R. 
The theorem without the surjectivity of T has been proved by Coddmgron, 
cf. PI, r71- 
Proof of the szlrjectivity of T. For h E ‘% we define Kh by 
(5.1) 
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From Eqs. (4.3) and (4.7) it follows that K maps % isometrically into B(H,). 
We extend K from ‘% to all of L2(p). The extension, again denoted by K, 
is a linear isometry from L2(p) into $j @ H(0). 
For fg $0 H(0) and A = (a, /?] C R we define (Tf)d by 
if x$A, 
if x~3. 
Since TEE L2(p), ( Tf)d ELQ). Th ere exists a sequence of functions (~3;~ 
in 9l with support inside A which converges to (Tf), in L2(p). Hence, since 
K is an isometry 
in $3 0 H(0) as I -+ co. 
Let rz = x1 - (Y&. Then rr ~Lz(p). Let 
Then Rz E sj 0 H(0) and a simple calculation yields that for every compact 
subinterval J of (a, b) 
(RI, Rz)J := (( TRz)J , yz)p . (5.3) 
From the theorem it follows that the righthand side of Eq. (5.3) converges 
to p(TRz, Y”) as J -+ (a, b). Hence the lefthand side of Eq. (5.3) converges 
to I/ RI /I*. Using the Cauchy inequality and the fact that T is an isometry 
we obtain 
11 R’ II2 = (TR’, yz)p G II TRz II,, I yz IL = II Rz II II rz IL, - 
Since yz + 0 in L2(p) as I -+ 03, it follows that Rz -+ 0 in $3 Q H(0) as 
2 + co. On account of (5.2) we then have that 
Now let A --+ R in (5.4). Then (Tf), -+ Tf in L2(p) and since K is isometric 
it follows that K(Tf), -+ KTf in 5 @ H(0). On account of the second part 
of the theorem the righthand side of (5.4) converges to f in $ 0 H(0). 
Hence KTf = f for all f E $j @ H(0). C onsequently K is surjective and 
KT = E, the identity on sj 0 H(0). 
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Since T is an isometry, the range of T is closed in P(p) and in order 
to show that T is surjective it suffices to show that the range of T is dense 
in P(p). Let h ELM be such that (h, Tf), = 0 for all f E $j @ H(0). But 
then for all f E 8 0 N(0) 
0 = (h, Tf), = (Kh, KTf) = (Kh, f ). 
Consequently Kh = 0 and so, since K is an isometry, h = 0. This then 
implies the surjectivity of T (and this in turn implies that K = T-l). 
Let Q, be the operator defined by 
for all continuous functions f E f?(p) such that Qof E es(p). Let Q be the 
closure of Q0 in F(p). Then Q is a densely defined selfadjoint operator on 
F(p). The spectra1 family (F(h)) of projections in .P(p) associated with Q 
satisfies and is determined by 
tF@) - %))))f = XAf, f E %‘>s 
where xLI is the characteristic function of d = (a, fl] and 
Xdf = (XAfl P---Y xAfrr+?I> 
(cf. [I, p. 2531). 
As in the proof of Theorem 4 we denote by K the inverse of T. On % 
it is given by Eq. (5.1). 
THEOREM 5. El, = T-I$&?. 
Proof. Let A = (01, /3]. Then by Eqs. (4.6), (5.1), and (4.7) we find for 
h E ?I 
VW - -@(Wh 
= f6 y Q(-, A> hz(4 dpz,(4 
cf Z.&l 
= K(xA~) 
= K(F(/3) - F(ci))h. 
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Since 2I is dense in !P(p) it follows that for X E R 
K-lE(h)K = TE(A)T-1 = F(A). 
Using the spectral decomposition formula for H, (cf. Eq. (1.19)) and for Q 
one finds that the theorem holds true. 
6. EIGENFUNCTIONALS 
Using a triplet of spaces @ C 5 @ H(0) C @’ we shall show that the 
functions si given by Eqs. (1.9) and (1 .lO) form a “complete,” “orthonormal” 
set of eigenfunctionals of the operator J?$ on P where a, is an extension 
of H, . We do this by a similar construction of spaces involved as has been 
given in Ref. [9]. 
Let K be a compact subinterval of R. Let Y(K) be the space of all con- 
tinuous vectorvalued functions whose components have a support contained 
in K. Then, provided with the supremum norm, Y(K) is a Banach space. 
Let K1~Ka~--* be a sequence of compact intervals which increases to 
all of R. Let Y be the strict inductive limit of Y(KJ, j = 1,2,... . 
(a) The injection Y c+ !Z(p) is continuous and has a dense range. 
(b) Obviously YC D(Q). Let Q, be the restriction of Q to the space Y. 
Then Qr maps Y continuously into Y. 
(c) Let Y’ be the dual of Y. We give Y’ the weak topology. Y’ contains 
the linear functionals 6,” defined by 
@AL, $0 = $w), 
for all #E Y, K = I,..., n + p and A E R. 
(d) We embed P(p) into !P’ by defining the continuous, antilinear 
injection P(p) 3 f + Lf , where 
G > +> = (hf) 
for all # E Y. 
(e) We extend the operator Qr on Y to the operator & on V by defining 
for all FE Y’, # E Y. Then & is continuous on Y’. It is an extension of Q. 
For, if f E D(Q), then for all # E Y 
@b 9 Y? = G 9 Q&j = K?~~f) 
= (b Qf> = Go,, ~0. 
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We now define 0 = T-Y and provide CD with the locally convex t0p010gy 
induced by T-l. Then T mapping 0 onto Y is an isomorphism. Thus 6, 
is also a strict inductive limit of Banach spaces.. 
(a)’ By (a) and the fact that T is an isometry of 5 0 N(0) onto e2(p> 
the injection @ C+ !?J @ H(0) is continuous and has a dense range. 
(b)’ By (b) and Theorem 5, @ E 2(H,) and the restriction H,, of N, 
to Cp maps @ continuously in @. 
(c)’ Let @’ be the dual of CD provided with the weak topology. Let F 
be the linear operator mapping CD’ into Y’ be defined by 
< f% ~0 = (U, T-W 
for all U E @’ and Z/J E Y. Then T is an isomorphism mapping CD’ onto Y’. 
We define cA3 E @’ by chB = ?%,b. Then 
for all 4 E CD. Hence by definition of T every s*(., X) generates a functional 
E,+k, K = l).,., n + p. 
(d)’ We embed 9 0 H(0) into @’ by defining the continuous antilinear 
injection fi @ H(0) 3 h -+ J/r where 
<Jfh ,4> = 6 h) 
for all + ~2 0. 
We remark that F is an extension of T on B 0 H(0). For, if h E 5 @ H(0) 
then 
(e)’ We extend the operator H,, on CD to the operator i?, on CP by defining 
0% U, +i = <U, f&4 
for all U E @‘, $ E Sp. As in (e) Z?, is an extension of H, . From Theorem 5 
it follows that 8, = F-rsT. For, if U E CD’ and 4 E @, then 
<f&u, 50 = <u, fG90 
= <U, T-IQTi)) 
= (TV QJ#+ 
= <&FU, T+> 
= (F-qm, 4). 
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For fixecl+E@ the map h 
--I- 
-+ <cAj, +> E,+~ mapping R into @’ is continuous. 
Since Sp is an inductive limit of Banach spaces we may apply a theorem of 
Gelfand-Dunford [2, p. 18, p. 751. Thus for $ E @ 
exists as an element of @: 
for all 6 E @. 
We now show that lJ, may be identified with the function # E @ or rather 
M&E@‘: 
for all 6 E @. 
This implies the “completeness” property 
and the “orthogonality” property 
for the system {eAk}, h E R, K = l,..., n. + p. 
Finally, we show that for X E R and k = l,..., n + p 
Let q5 E @‘, then 
(6.1) 
This implies Eq. (6.1). 
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